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Leslie Benson & Heather Walters

Game Title - Extreme Paper Maze

In this game you deliver newspapers on a dragon. A newspaper must be delivered to all of the customers in each neighborhood before the time runs out to earn points, advance to the next level, and to obtain a different dragon. There will be obstacles (trash cans, dogs, etc.) that can prevent delivering to certain houses. If faced with obstacle at a house, finish delivering to the other houses and come back to the house where the obstacle was redeliver. Also there will be a need to watch for papers lying in the road that have blown out of the paper boxes. Pick those up and return to the box. There are three levels in the game. Each level will have an increasing amount of houses, obstacles and misplaced papers.

How to play Extreme Paper Maze

- To move the dragon left or right use the left and right arrow keys. To move the dragon forward use the up arrow.
- To deliver the papers use the spacebar.
- To pick up papers use the control key.
- To complete a level you must deliver all the papers before the clock runs out.
- If you complete a level you will also earn money and a new dragon.
- To win the game you must complete all three levels.
- Not completing a level will result in your losing your newspaper delivery job and many dissatisfied customers.

EVERYONE

Titles rated E (Everyone) have content that may be suitable for ages 6 and older. Titles in this category may contain minimal cartoon, fantasy or mild violence and/or infrequent use of mild language.
Credits

Leslie Benson - Programming Action Script & Heather Walters - Graphics and Sounds

Resources

Images

- Background Images
- Dragon Image
- Play Dragon Image
- Newspaper Image
- Trash Can Image
- Dog Image
- Paper Box Image

Sounds

- Intro Music
- Background Sound (optional)
- Dragon Walking
- Dragon Roaring
• Dragon Breathing Fire
• Dog Barking
• Trash Can Falling Over
• Win Sound
• Lose Sound
Screen Captures

Extreme Paper Maze

Hop on your dragon and deliver as many papers as you can before the time runs out.
Watch out for obstacles and pick up misplaced papers as you travel along your route.

Play
Congratulations!
You have completed the level!
You've unlocked a new dragon
and a new neighborhood!

You've earned $100 for this level.
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